MB5

Wall/Ceiling
Mounting Bracket
Installation Instructions

MB5 Wall/Ceiling Mounting Bracket Kit
The MB5 Wall/Ceiling Mounting Bracket Kit features robust brackets and hardware that allow for a Zx5 loudspeaker
to be quickly and easily mounted to a wall or ceiling in almost any position to obtain the desired sound coverage.
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Step 1: Attach Spanning Bracket

Remove original Single-Stud Fittings by removing the four screws shown. Using the four screws
(Item C) and two spacers (Item D) supplied, attach
the spanning bracket (Item B) to the top of the
speaker as shown above. Orient the spanning
bracket so that the center threaded hole is towards the rear of the speaker.
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MB5 Mounting Bracket Includes
Item

Description

Qty.

A

U-Bracket Assembly

1

B

Spanning Bracket

1

C

Screw, 10-32 x 1-3/4”, Flat Head

4

D

Spacer

2

E

Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1”, Hex Head

1

F

Washer, 5/16

2

G

Insert, Pole Socket

1

H

Nut, Shakeproof, 5/16-18

1

Step 2: Attach Pole Socket Insert

With the stud facing away from the enclosure, align
hole in side of Pole Socket Insert (Item G) with
locking screw in pole socket on bottom of enclosure. Insert Pole Socket Insert all the way into
pole socket and tighten locking screw. Important:
Locking screw must engage and bottom out in
hole provided on side of Pole Socket Insert!
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Step 3: Mounting the U-Bracket Assembly

Attach the U-Bracket (Item A) to the wall or ceiling using fasteners (not supplied) that are suitable
for the construction materials the bracket will be
fastened to (See dimension diagrams for mounting
hole patterns and dimensions).

MB5 Top View Dimensions
Step 4: Mounting the Zx5 Loudspeaker

With the top of the Zx5 angled out slightly, lift the
speaker into position and drop the stud of the previously installed Pole Socket Insert into the hole
on the bottom (or left side) of the U-bracket. Slide
the Spanning Bracket under the top (or right side)
of the U-bracket, thread the 5/16 x 1” bolt and
washer through the hole in the U-bracket into the
threaded hole on the Spanning Bracket and tighten
finger-tight. Place the remaining washer and 5/16”
shakeproof nut on the Pole Socket Insert stud,
connect the wiring and aim the loudspeaker. Evenly tighten the 5/16” nut and bolt at opposite ends
of the U-bracket until the loudspeaker no longer
rotates and double check your work.

MB5 Rear View Dimensions

WARNING: Suspending any object is potentially dangerous and should only be attempted by individuals who have a thorough
knowledge of the techniques and regulations of rigging objects overhead. Electro-Voice® strongly recommends that Zx5
speakers be suspended taking into account all current national, federal, state and local regulations. It is the responsibility
of the installer to ensure that Zx5 speakers are safely installed in accordance with all such regulations. If Zx5 speakers are
suspended, Electro-Voice® strongly recommends that the system be inspected at least once a year. If any sign of weakness
or damage is detected, remedial action should be taken immediately. Please consult the Zx5 owner’s manual, which details
the various hardware kits that are available to safely suspend Zx5 speakers and how each kit should be used.
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